Superior Series 2000 Cable Railing is the perfect complement to any architectural design, indoors or out. It adds a truly modern and contemporary feel to any building and is an excellent choice for settings with a view.

It lends itself well to residential, commercial or public buildings, high-rises, condos, apartments, motels, balconies, parking decks, public walkways, backyard decks or any area where a contemporary look or a virtually unobstructed view is desired.

The stainless steel cables combined with aluminum post and rail assemblies make for a strong, durable and maintenance-free system that will last for a lifetime of use.

The cable is 3/16” 1x19 Type 316 stainless steel cable. This type of cable has extremely high tensile strength and is constructed from 19 strands to prevent stretching.

The posts are 2 1/2” square and can be surface mounted, side mounted or embedded into concrete. The top rail has a 2" wide gripping surface to meet federal, state and local codes.

Posts used in the cable rail system include double end posts, triple corner posts, single crossover posts and intermediate tension posts. Each post has a vertical row of pre-drilled holes, spaced 3” on center, to accommodate fittings or support the cable.

End, corner, crossover and intermediate tension posts can be spaced up to 4 1/2’ (54”) on center. Cable spans should not exceed this distance to minimize deflection.

For step railing, the exact degree of slope is needed prior to fabrication so pre-drilled holes can be elongated to accommodate the angle and ensure that the cable runs in a straight line.

Superior Cable Railing is available in any height. Standard heights include 42” for commercial and 36” for residential.

Gates are available upon request.

NEW! Concealed Picket Screws
A new product design for Superior Railing features a screw cover to conceal picket screws on top and bottom rail assemblies for a cleaner, more streamlined look.

Machined Post Openings
Posts feature machined openings to accept top and bottom rails. This eliminates the need for brackets, resulting in a clean, rigid design with added strength.

No Bulky Fittings!
When installed, fittings and tensioning devices are hidden inside the post with only the head exposed.

Finishes
Smart, decorative finishes add a distinctive touch. Whether baked-on enamel, anodized or duranodic, these finishes are guaranteed to endure for years of maintenance-free beauty.

Stainless steel cable runs through posts with minimal fittings for a sleek, modern look.
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